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Turn Your Ideas Into High-Impact 3D Models and Animations
   

 Transform flat drawings and concepts into impressive 3D visualizations that will amaze your clients with the comprehensive instruction you'll find in Mastering Autodesk VIZ 2007. Written by VIZ experts, this book shows you how to get the most out of the latest version of Autodesk's powerful 3D design, modeling, and animation tool with an in-depth, tutorial-based approach grounded in real-world examples. 

 This new edition has been fully updated and revised to cover all of Autodesk VIZ 2007's new features—asset tracking, revamped Xrefs, an updated interface, and the improved rendering and editing tools—and it's packed with professional techniques you can apply immediately to your own work for striking results. Whether you're new to VIZ or simply want to master the latest features, this book offers the clear explanations and step-by-step instructions you need to create, animate, and render realistic architectural visualizations with VIZ 2007. 

   Coverage includes:    

	Creating complex shapes with surface modeling tools    
	Using, organizing, and editing objects and meshes    
	Efficiently managing design data    
	Adding natural lighting effects    
	Staging a virtual walk-through of your room designs for clients    
	Applying radiosity to create lifelike views    
	Employing mental ray to achieve high-res rendering    
	Using AutoCAD and Photoshop® with VIZ    
	Exporting content to the Web    


   Featured on the CD
   You'll find a trial version of VIZ 2007 plus project files for all of the book's exercises.   

 Master VIZ 2007's great new features, including asset tracking, scene states, new modeling and texturing enhancements, batch rendering, and improved interoperability with other Autodesk products. 

   Create 3D models quickly and intuitively using the new edit poly tools and Sweep modifier.   

   Work effectively with lights, materials, and cameras.   

   Animate your models and create interactive views.

       About the Author
   George Omura is a licensed architect, award-winning Autodesk Authorized Author, and all-time bestselling AutoCAD author. Some of his other AutoCAD books include Just Enough AutoCAD 2007 and Mastering AutoCAD 2007 and AutoCAD LT 2007 (Sybex).   

   

   Scott Onstott has contributed to more than a dozen books on AutoCAD and other applications, including Mastering Autodesk Architectural Desktop 2006 (Sybex).   

   Jon McFarland manages a property development company's design department, where he uses AutoCAD and VIZ to create visualizations of proposed facility construction and expansions. He has also taught VIZ, AutoCAD, and 3ds Max® courses at the university level. 
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Flash MX 2004 Games: Art to ActionScriptFocal Press, 2004
Flash MX 2004 provides the perfect platform to create fun games for Internet distribution. This
book takes the reader through the entire process from creating the art and animation for these
games, through to programming them ready for users across the world to enjoy the results. The
book is split into five sections. The first...
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Windows 2000 API SuperBibleSams Publishing, 2000
Following in the tradition of the Win 95 and Win32 NT SuperBibles, this book is a comprehensive reference for all of the APIs needed by the Windows programmer.  It is arranged topically with related functions presented in the same chapter.  Using relevant examples that are complete and appropriate to the task at hand, the user will be able to...
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Beginning Rails 3 (Expert's Voice in Web Development)Apress, 2010

	Beginning Rails 3 is the practical starting point for anyone wanting to learn how to build dynamic web applications using the latest release of the Rails framework for Ruby. You'll learn how all of the components of Rails fit together and how you can leverage them to create sophisticated web applications with less code and more...
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How to Cheat at Configuring Exchange Server 2007: Including Outlook Web, Mobile, and Voice AccessSyngress Publishing, 2007
The Perfect Reference for the Multitasked System Administrators
The new version of Exchange is an ambitious overhaul that tries to balance the growing needs for performance, cost effectiveness, and security. For the average system administrator, it will present a difficult migration path from earlier versions and a vexing...
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Managing Projects With Microsoft(r) Project 2000: For WindowsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
A friend of mine, Allen, was the lead engineer in a highly creative team of computer chip designers. Allen reveled in the give-and-take of team brainstorming sessions and immersed himself in the design and development process of each new product. But despite loving his job, he’d often grumble, “I wish someone else could handle the...
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JavaScript Frameworks for Modern Web DevApress, 2015

	JavaScript Frameworks for Modern Web Dev is your guide to the wild, vast, and untamed frontier that is JavaScript development.


	The JavaScript tooling landscape has grown and matured drastically in the past several years. This book will serve as an introduction to both new and well established libraries,...
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